Our Biggest Questions about the Future

A gathering in the countryside at Sävelången Lake in
Western Sweden with six Futurists to discuss your biggest
questions about the future.

On your way to the 22nd WFSF World Conference: June 7-10, 2017 plan time to stop
in Sweden for big discussions in a smaller format. On June 4 -5, 2017, six Futurists are
invited to attend “Our Biggest Questions About the Future”, a relaxed way to the future!
Schedule and program:
June 3rd will be a travel day (as people will probably arrive at different times), the
second and third day will be for sharing our biggest questions about the future. The last
day will get us to Bergen, Norway where we can get a bus and ferry to the World
Futures Studies Federation Conference. All transportation will be chosen for its low-cost
and low environmental impact.
Everyone participates with one hour for each presentation + discussion. There will be
time for naps/meditation and just quiet time to absorb our discussions. Walks to the
woods and lake (swimming dependent upon weather) are nearby for inspiration.
Attendees and costs: Accommodation will be free and the only cost will be for food.
Preparation and cleaning up will rotate among group members. You will be staying in
neighborhood guest facilities.
We try to live according to our values and in accordance with nature. Our guests will
be provided biodegradable soap, shampoo and conditioner. The food will be organic
vegetarian (+fish/eggs) / or vegan. We look forward to welcoming you as our guest.

More Detail:
Copenhagen may be the cheapest, nearest airport for many. From there we are between
2 ½ to 4 hours to us by train. The train will cost 3-400 SEK.
From Copenhagen, there is a train right at the airport directly to Göteborg/Gothenburg.
Just follow the exit signs, pick up your baggage and then look for the train pictures.
Tickets to Göteborg can be purchased at the ticket office or at the machines to the right.
Credit card or cash works. The platform to the train is just beside the ticket machines
and through a door. You will be asked for your passport or driver’s license.
When arriving in Göteborg, To get to us at Lindängen, Vässenbovägen 8, you will look
for platform 1 or 2. A train leaves every half-hour (except Sundays).
This is a casual conference; bring comfortable clothes. Check the weather before you
come.
Please bring any recipes for your turn to cook. We hope you will cook something from
your home country. We will have six to eight meals together: three dinners, two
lunches and three breakfasts. If your meal requires special spices, check with us to see
if there is something you need to bring. If you are on a special diet, please share that
with us. If you send a list of ingredients in advance, we will do the shopping.
For any other questions please contact me at: NDian@foresightstyles.com

